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C H A P T E R - I 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
1.1 What is Computer? 
1.2 Historical Evolution of Computers 
1.3 Generation of Computers 
1.4 Types and Classification of Computers 
1.1 WHAT IS COMPUTER? : 
Man has over the years used machines and animals 
to lighten the burden of manual labour. Today, we use 
computers to lighten our burden of storing, processing and 
retrieving data for decision making. A computer is a 
machine capable of complex mathematical and logical 
information with enormous speed and obsolute accuracy. In 
other words, a computer is an electronic machine designed to 
automatically accept and store input data process them and 
produce (output) results, under the direction of stored 
program . 
A computer has following units : 
A. INPUT, B. CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU), C. CONTROL 
UNIT, D. ARITHMETIC & LOGICAL UNIT, E. MEMORY UNIT, F. 
OUTPUT UNIT. 
A. INPUT : This unit is similar to our 'eyes' and 'ears' 
through which we receive information. It is a part of the 
Computer System used to feed Programs and Data. 
B. CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT : It is the heart of the 
Computer system. Its function is to Control the overall 
operation of the system. It consists of a "CONTROL UNIT" 
and an "ARITHMETIC AND LOGICAL UNIT". 
C. CONTROL UNIT : The control unit, controls the operations 
of all the units of a computer. This unit acts as a 
supervisor in computer system. The control units maintains 
orderly and harmonious interaction among the other 
functional components of the computer. The control unit 
maintains the order and direction among the actions of other 
units of computer. 
D. ARITHMETICAL & LOGICAL UNIT : ALU is the section of 
computer which perform all Arithmetic operation like 
addition, substraction, multiplication and division and also 
perform some logical operation like comparisons. The 
arithmetic unit receive data from the storage unit and 
supplies the result. 
E. MEMORY UNIT : The memory unit is divided into a number 
of small locations and each storage location is identified 
by a number called an address. Each information is stored in 
accordance with its address. The memory of computer can be 
of two types 1. Primary Memory, 2. Secondary Memory. 
Main memory is also known as internal memory or 
primary memory of the computer. It is very fast in 
operations. Secondry Memory is also known as auxilary 
memory of the computer like magnetic disk, floopy disk 
etc. The performance of the memory unit is measured by its 
capacity or size and by the speed called cycle time. 
F. OUTPUT UNIT :It converts stored results into the 
desired form and writes (output) on the output media 
supported on the output device. 
1.2 EVOLUTION OF COMPUTERS : 
The evolution of computer has passed through a 
number of stages before it reached the present state of 
development. In fact, the development of the first 
calculating device named ABUSCUS dates back to 3000 B.C. 
From ABUSCUS to the micro computer, the counting system have 
undergone a tremendous change. The efforts are still 
continuing to make the machine more and more versatile. 
ABUSCUS seems to be the earliest calculating 
machine which was developed by Chinese 3000 years ago. It 
is consist of a wooden rectangular frame with horizontal 
rods which carry round beads. 
The first mechanical calculating machine was made 
of 1642 by the greate French mathematician and philosopher 
Blaise Pascal. His machine was a simple calculation used 
for addition and subtraction purposes. The pascals 
calculator was later on modified by a German Gott fried 
Leibnitz in 1671. This was the first machine to multiply 
and divide directly. 
Another genius in the history of computing made a 
machine called Differential Engine, which could evaluate 
accurately algebraic expressions and mathematical tables 
correctly up to 20 decimal places. Later on the genius was 
able to develop Analytical Machine, v^ hich was an automatic 
computing machine designed to do addition at the rate of 60 
per minute and had memory also. 
The next major contribution to the development of 
computers come from Dr. Herman Hollerith of United States of 
America. Hollerith won his compelition by inventing a 
machine which used punch carels to store and tabulate census 
information. This machine could sense the punched holes, 
recognize the number and make the required calculations. 
Herman Hollerith, then, formed his own company which later 
on was incorporated into International Business Machine 
Corporation (I.B.M.), which is the largest computer 
manufacturing firm in the world even today. His machine was 
very slow in action as compared to the first electronic 
calculator. 
During the late thirties and early forties of this 
century, various types of computers with very unusual names 
were built in Germany, U.K. and U.S.A. The progress in 
computer technology was abnormally accelerated during 
second world war. 
All the calculating machines invented hitherto 
were basically mechanical machines. The American 
multinational company IBM persuaded Howard Akens and Grace 
Hopper of Harward University in 1930 to produce a general 
purpose electrically operated computer. This was called 
Mark-I and had thousands of electromagnetic relays and 
multiple number of other components. Mark - I, which was 
the first computer in the real sense of term (That is one 
which could store a program of instructions) ran for 52 
minutes. It could multiply two twenty digit in about 5 
seconds and made a lot of voice. IN 1951 Mark-I was sold 
commercially in Europe. Commercial organisations become 
interested, the UNIVAC (Universal Automatic Computer) 
machine (1951) manufactured in U.S.A., was the first mass 
produced electronic computer and widely used for data 
processing. Remington Rand (U.S.A.) developed this first 
commercial computer UNIVAC using the technology of EDSAC 
(Electronic Delay Storage Automatic Calculator). The first 
Computer user in U.S.A. was the US census bureau, which 
acquired a UNIVAC 1 in 1951. The first business firm to 
acquire UNIVAC 1 was the General Electric in 1954. 
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1.3 Generation of Computers 
The first electronic computer was completed in 
1947 by a team led by Prof. ECKERT & MAUCHLY of the 
university of Pennsylvania in U.S.A. This computer is 
called Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator 
(ENIAC) used high speed vaccum tube switching 
devices. The first computer using this principle was 
designed and comissioned at Cambridge University, U.K. 
under the leadershipof Prof.Maurice Wilkes. This 
computer called EDSAC (Electric Delay Storage Automatic 
Calculator) was completed in 1949 and used mercury 
delay lines for storage. 
A big revolution in electronics took place in 
the invention of transistors by BARDEEN, BRATTAIN & 
SHOCKLEY in 1946. Transistors made of germenium 
semiconductor material were highly reliable compared to 
tubes since transistors had no filament to burn. They 
occupied less space and used only a tenth of the power 
required by tubes. 
The third generation probably ended by 1976. 
Their cheif improvement was the replacement of 
transistors interconnection, by integrated circuits on 
a single chip of silicon. 
8 
Fourth generation has seen the coming of age of 
time shared interactive systems. These systems have 
become user friendly and highly reliable. The 
effective cost of computing has come down computers 
have also become all pervaling. 
Fifth generation computer are now available eand 
expected to employ Artificial Intelligence. 
Sixth Generation computers are expected to have 
though and speak processing capabilities. 
First Generation Computers : 
The first generation computers were voluminous 
computers. These computer used electronic valves like 
the ones used in radion and hydride TVs. ENIAC was the 
first computer of this category. The first electronic 
based machine was made in 1946 by J.P. ECKERT, other 
cmputers are UNIVAC - I, IBM- 701 and IBM - 650. This 
first generation computers had the following 
limitations :-
(a) Slow operating system and restricted computing 
capacity. 
(b) High power consumption and short life span. 
(c) Very large space requirement. 
(d) Limited programming capabilities. 
(e) Unreliable constant maintenance due to heat 
generation. 
In India 1st generation computers were first 
used at the Indian Statistical Institute in Calcutta 
and at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in 
Bombay. 
Second Generation Computers : 
The invention of transistor in 1946 by JOHN 
BURDEEN, WALTER H. Bratain and William B. Shokley led 
to the development of Ilnd generation computers thus 
ushering into the era of solid state technology. 
Transistor replaced volves completely. This 
generation computers had the following advantages. 
(a) Smaller in size 
(b) Generated less heat 
(c) Less power consumption 
(d) Creator reliability 
(e) Higher speed 
(f) Maintenance required and Less costly. 
In 1958 the first tran_storised computer, the 
UNIVAC solid state 80 and 90 systems appeared. IBM 1401 
introduced in 1959, which promoted computerised 
10 
commercial data processing belon^ ®*^  to this generation 
of computers. Use of magnetic tapes (developed in 
1950) made IBM 1401 a very successful business 
computer. Megnetic tape was compact, portable, 
permitted sequential storage and retrieval of 50-100 
million charectors of data, and provided rapid transfer 
of data to the computer. During the sixties, IBM of USA 
and ICL of UK ruled the Indian market with their second 
generation computers, namely, IBM 1401 and ICL 1901. 
Third Generation Computers (Mini Computers) 
In 1965 the third generation computers were 
introduced. These computers were based on tiny 
microminiaturised integrated circuits (ICA). Their 
cheif improvement was the replacement of transistors 
interconnection, by integrated circuits on a single 
chip of silicon. Modern IC's are built on wafer thin 
slice of extremely purified silicon crystal called 
CHIPS having higher speeds, larger storage capacities 
and lower price. These computers were called mini 
computers. ICs provided vast internal storage and 
operated in billionth of a second i.e., in nanoseconds. 
IBM released its 360 series computers built with ICs 
(28/1000) inch square. Each IC contained about 1000 
11 
circuits. This generation computers introduced disks 
and random access secondary storage devices. Disks 
overcame many of the problems associated with tapes -
slowness and sequential access of data. A disk" pack 
(a collection of discks) provided storage capacity, 
typically in the range of 20-100 million charecters. 
IBM 360 and PDP 11 were a few popular third generation 
computers available in India during the seventies. 
Third generation computers had following merits 
and demerits. 
(a) Small in size 
(b) Very little heat generated 
(c) Very low power consumption 
(d) Still greater reliability 
(e) Very fast 100 mips 
(f) Much less human labour at assembly stage 
(g) Problems with manufacturing 
Some other computers which belongs to this 
generation are ICL - 1900 series, IBM - 370/168, 
ICL - 2900, Honey Well - 600 series. 
Fourth Generation Computers : 
Large Scale Integrated (LSI) chips became 
available in 1969, computers built on LSI chips could 
be termed fourth generation computers, even though 
12 
there is no general agrement on what constitutes a 
fourth generation computer. Very Large Scale 
Integrated (VLSI) chips are available today. This 
generation computers use micro processor chips ICs, 
which have the entire computer circuit on a single 
silicon chip are called MICRO - PROCESSORS (invented in 
1972). The computers using these chips are called 
micro computers. Due to development of microprocessor 
chips metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) chip in 1971 by 
Intel Corporation of U.S.A., micro computers came into 
existance in 1974, known as INTEL - 4004 
microprocessor, carried 2250 transistors on a tiny 
silicon chip measuring 0.117 inch by 0.159 inch. 
Today's 486 from Intel Corporation carries more than 
1 million transistors in it. These computers were 
introduced by a company known as MIIS (Micro Instrumen-
tation and Telemetry) of Albuquerque. 
Above all micro-processors provide enormous 
processing speed, INTEL-4004, performed about 100,000 
additions per second, Intel 486 can perform about one 
million multiplications per second. Micro Computer 
are bringing about a revolution in computing and 
managers' work style. The availability of a large 
number of general purpose application software packages 
13 
(computer programs) such as electronic spreadsheets and 
data management packages make a micro computer an Ideal 
tool for management decision making. Today there are 
many micro computers which provide a wide range of 
computing power. Apple, IBM and Radio shock are a few 
leading microcmputer manufacturers in the U.S.A. HCL, 
WIPRO, ORG, UPTRON are a few vendors of micro computers 
in India. A few leaders in the manufacture of 
microprocessor chips are INTEL, ZILOG, MOTOROLLA, 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR, ROCKWELL and HEWLETT-PACKARD 
Corporation in the U.S.A. The first micro computer used 
for business applications called APPLE, was announced 
only in 1977. While APPLE corporation brought out the 
first eight-bit business micro computer in 1977, the 
IBM corporation announced the first 16-bit business 
micro computer in 1982, called IBM PC. Today 32-bit 
micro computers are becoming popular. 
The cost of computers has come down consider-
ably, so people are able to buy computer for offices, 
schools and even homes. The current computers are the 
fourth generation computers (i.e. PC, PC/XT, PC/AT, 
etc.). This generation computers had following merits 
and demirts :-
(a) Almost no heat generated (b) Extremely low power 
consumption (c) Highly reliable (d) Extremely fast 
(500 mips) (e) Very cheap (f) Currently less 
14 
powerful then mainframes computers (g) User 
friendliness and small in size. 
In 1981, U.S.A. entered the 35th years 
of computer age. The world's first electronic computer 
ENIAC (which is today permanently housed in the Smith-
sonian Institution) was assigned a set of calculations 
to perform. The same taks was also given to a 
Radio Shock TRS-80 micro computer. The 30 pound 
micro computer completed the task five times faster 
than the 30-ton behemoth ENIAC, a startling revelation 
of the tremendous advances made in computing technology 
in just 35 years. 
Fifth Generation Computersv : 
The fifth generation computers are excepted to 
employ Artificial Intelligence i.e., computers till 
fourth generation have zero IQ, but fifth generation 
computers are excepted to have logical reasoning 
capabilities. Currently American and Japanese computer 
manufacturers are competing with eachother in 
developing a 'thinking computer'. This conputer will 
also be designed as to resemble the huran thought 
process and is expected to operate at a speed much 
faster then today's computers. Recent advances in the 
15 
field of artificial intelligence are being used in 
designing the logic for the thinking computer for 
building expert systems and knowledge based systems. 
One of the objectives in artificial intelligence is to 
equip computers with human intelligence and the power 
of deductive reasoning. Another special feature 
anticipated in such computers is their ability to 
responed to spoken words (speech - activated machines) 
Now these computers are available in market 
particularly in developed countries. 
This generation computers are based upon 
parallel processing leading to super computer and have 
artificial intelligence. 
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1.4 Types of Computers : 
Based on the operating principles, computers can 
be classified on the following types : 
(1) Digital Computers : 
Digital Computers operate essentially by counting. 
All quantities are expressed as discrete digits or 
numbers. Digital computers are useful for 
evaluating arithmatic expressions and 
manipulations of data (such as preparation of 
bills, ledgers, solution of simultaneous 
equations, etc. A majority of the computers used 
in the world today are digital. 
(2) Hybrid Computers : 
Those computer which combine features of both 
analog and digital type are called hyrid computers, 
(3) Analog Computers : 
These computers operate by measuring rather than 
by counting. The name which is derived from the 
Greek word analog denotes that the computer 
functions by establishing similarities between two 
quantities that are usually expressed as voltages 
or currents. Analog computers are powerful tools 
to solve differential equations. 
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Difference among PC,PC/XT, PC/AT and 486, 
PC PC/XT PC/AT 486 
RAM 
HARD DISK 
MICRO 
PROCESSOR 
SPEED 
640 KB 640KB 640KB-32MB 640KB—32MB 
NOT ATTACHED 20MB 20-560MB 20-60MB 
8088 8088/8086 80286-80386 80486 
lOMHz 12MHz 16-33 MHz 33-66MHZ 
KB : ktlobite 
MB : Megabite 
MHz: Megahertz 
TABLE -(1.4) 
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Modern Computers depending upon their application 
are classified as under : 
1. Special Purpose Computers are designed and built 
solely to cater the requirements of a particular 
task or applications. 
2. Genera Purpose Computers are designed to meet the 
needs of many different applications. A general 
purpose machine can be used to prepare pay-bills, 
manage inventories, print sales reports, and so on. 
MINI COMPUTERS : 
In the early sixties several companies, 
including Digital equipment corporation (D.E.C.), 
Hewlett Packard and Data general started developing 
developing smaller business computers called "Mini 
Computers". These machines, although still fairly 
large and in need of some environmental controls, were 
much more compact and economical than mainframe 
computers. Costing between $ 20,000 and $ 200,000, 
they fill into a price range that was affordable to 
most companies. Mini computers had a major impact on 
the way smaller companies did business by helping them 
automate their production. 
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MICRO COMPUTERS : 
The micro computer was born in the early, 1970s, 
when ambitious young companies realized it was a waste 
of time to use a big computer for small jobs such as 
editing, typing, filling and small data collections. 
They decided it would be wiser to save the big computer 
for large complex jobs involving a lot of data and use 
a network of little terminal to handle smaller jobs. 
Instead of buying a record (and very expensive) mammoth 
computer, companies could thus buy as many of these 
"intelligent terminals" as they needed and then odd new 
terminals as their work load increased. 
PERSONEL COMPUTERS : 
All the major companies under took massive 
computer design development and types of advertising 
that had never been ried to before. IBM entered the 
market with its own "personal computer" which sold for 
between Rs. 2000 and $ 8000. This machined has 
excellent graphics as well as most general functions. 
The user of computer will find in low cost PCs an 
instruement which will free them from total dependence 
on the department for data processing. The attraction 
of having a little machine over which they have full 
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control will be too much to resist. 
PCs have following advantages : 
(1) They are small portable and easy to use. 
(2) Require no special wiring and air conditionaring 
like main frame and super computers. They can work even 
on room temperature. 
(3) They are attractive to organisation of all size 
(big as veil as small). 
(4) Due to their low price people are able to buy 
computers for offices, schools and even homes. 
MAINFRAME COMPUTERS : 
Computers with large storage capacities and 
very high speed of processing (compared to micro or 
minicomputers) are known as mainframe computers. 
SUPER COMPUTERS : 
These have extremely large storage capacities 
and computing speeds which are atleast 10 times faster 
than other computers. A super computer is rated in tens 
of millions of operations per second (mops); an 
operation is made up of numerous instructions. 
Typically, the super computer is used for large scale 
numerical problems in scientific and engineering 
disciplines. 
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2.2 Spreadsheet Packages under DOS and Windows 
Environment 
2.3 Comparative View of Spreadsheet Packages 
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2.1 CONCEPT OF A SPREADSHEET : 
The availability of ,spreadsheet along with word 
processing and database management software has been 
responsible for the popularity of the personal computer 
with managers and administrations. Managers often work with 
tables. Sometimes they review the data presented in a table 
as in the case of performance report, which might have been 
sent in by a subordinate or staff member from the field. 
Managers also use tables for analysis. Examples of tables 
being used for analysis are profit and loss statements, 
balance sheets, budgets, and cash flows. The concept of 
a spreadsheet is akin to that of a table in which row and 
column headings, and input data may be entered, and some 
values derived on the basis of other values necessitating 
arithematic computations. Spreadsheet is, in fact, a much 
larger table which is held on an electronic medium rather 
than a sheet of paper. 
A spreadsheet is always viewed as being made up of a 
colums and rows. The intersection of a column and row is 
called a cell. (A cell is the basic unit with which a row 
or column heading may be associated, a value may be input or 
in which a computation may be performed) . 
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Spreadsheet is a software which would allow one to 
create tables and to manipulate numbers in these tables to 
perform "what if" analysis. Several spreadsheet packages are 
available in market. Some of these are VISICALC, SUPERCALC, 
MULTIPLAN, LOTUS 1-2-3, MS EXCEL 5.0 etc. 
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1.2 SPREADSHEET PACKAGES UNDER DOS & WINDOWS ENVIRONMENT : 
From being mere automatic calculators for 
accountants, spreadsheets today have come a long way. 
Spreadsheet design and capabilities have undergone a total 
metamorphosis as major software vendors are bringing more 
powerful implimentations with every new version. And with 
windows becoming the more popular environment, almost all 
the maior spreadsheet products have moved toward windows -
but the demand for DOS-based spreadsheets has not wanted 
completely. 
3D spreadsheets more kicked off by Lotus and are now 
implemented in all major products - QP5, Lotus 1-2-3- (3.0 
onwards), supercalc 5.5 and Excel 5. The third dimension in 
a spreadsheet is useful for organizing and manipulating 
multi-variate data. Another innovative feature in some new 
generation spreadsheets is data rotation - a facility that 
lets us view existing information in different ways-and is 
best exemplified by Improv. 
Data modelling is yet another facility which is 
rapidly gaining importance - often being. employed for 
employed for projections and doing what- if analyses. Most 
newer spreadsheets have this option, though they are known 
differently-scenario manager in excel, data modelling in QP 
and version manager in Lotus. 
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In this time's roundup we looked at products from 
the industry leaders - Excel 5, Quattro Pro (QP) 5 for DOS 
and VJindows, Lotus 1-2-3 4.0 for DOS and 5.0 for windows, 
and Supercalc 5.5 for DOS. The test bed was a 486 DX2/66 
with 8 MB RAM and a 260 MB hard disk (compressed with 
stacker 4.0) running DOS 6.2 and QEMM 6.03 memory manager. 
All the windows spreadsheets were tested under windows 3.11. 
MS EXCEL 5.0 : 
Now in the market for over an year, Excel 5.0 is 
available both as an independent package and in MS office. 
Compared to the early version, it has undergone many major 
changes, such as the incorporation of the Work Book with 
multi-page spreadsheets. 
This version has in-cell editing-as opposed to the 
classic top of the screen 'editing and many of the menus have 
been streamlined and re-arranged. The multipage dialog 
boxes now keep track of the last page of the Work Book used. 
The Tool Bars are customizable, and we can have mutiple tool 
bars on the desktop. 
Calculations con be done across the spreadsheets, 
and switching between pages is simple - just click on the 
tab at the bottom. The tabs themselves can be named, and 
used for grouping sheets for operations like formatting and 
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calculation. An interesting feature which was introduced 
in Excel (and now available in other Microsoft products) is 
the pop up "Tip of the Day" whenever we start the program. 
Statistical calculations have been significantly 
enhanced, as have the function libraries. Like before, the 
charting module (Microsoft Graph) can be accessed through 
the OLE, though we can now drag-and-drop charting data. 
Wizards (now in many other MS products) were first 
introduced in Excel 5 and help a novice user to quickly come 
up to speed. Data rotation is possible through a pivot 
table. 
To customize the spreadsheet we can put scroll 
lists, radio buttons, buttons, etc. directly on the 
spreadsheet, and attach macros to the buttons. The button 
cans can also be linked to spreadsheet ranges to generate 
interactive documents. Using Visual Basic, macros in Excel 
can be written to automate processes involving other OLE 
servers. 
IN short Microsoft's Excel (MS) has incorporated a 
score of new features such as in-cell editing customizable 
toolbars, and the Work Book with multipage spreadsheets. It 
is particularly used in preparation of sales reports etc. 
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QP 5 FOR WINDOWS : 
Borland's answer to Lotus 1-2-3 was Quattro (later 
enhanced and named QP) and the product has gained 
significant popularity. Since the look and feel of the QP 
menus can be customized to imitate other spreadsheets, it 
invited a law suit from Lotus-and Borlend had to sacrifice 
macro compatibility with 1-2-3 in QP 5. 
QP has many firsts to its credit. The notebook 
metaphor was first introduced in QP 1.0 for Windows, later 
being adopted by Excel and Lotus. QP 5 was the first to 
introduce advanced statistical functions like ANOVA in a 
spreadsheet (later implemented in Excel). QP was also the 
first to have Object Menues-clicking the right button of the 
mouse while pointing to any object pops up a menu of 
functions that can affect the object. 
It can read and write to other spreadsheet format 
without resorting to data import or export. It can also 
manipulate data directly from dBASE and Paradox format data 
files. Data consolidation tasks are done through "Experts", 
while data modelling is through the scenario manager. Data 
rotation is implemented through a seperate add-on product 
called Database Desktop-and is nowhere as good as Improv. 
This version has added to the variety of charts, and 
no\>7 graphics can be imported in to the spreadsheet. The 
package however continues to retain its good graphics 
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printing and built-in drawing tools. One interesting 
feature is the implementation of Experts (similar to Excel 
Wizards, but more powerful). The online help is also very 
exhaustive. 
In short QP 5 for windows allows us to read and 
write to other spreadsheets without exporting or importing 
data. 
LOTUS 1-2-3 5.0 FOR WINDOWS : 
The latest upgrade to the oldest spreadsheet in the 
market brings in many new features - some adopted from 
competition. The user interface has undergone a considerable 
change, and this version has in-cell editing. The solver is 
quite powerful (when compared to other packages) and ther's 
even a back solver (both Excel and QP lack back sovlers). 
Smart Masters (first introduced with Freelance) are 
now available in 1-2-3. These are essentially templates 
with predefined settings and are useful for preparing 
professional looking reports and forms. Fast format 
(another AmiPro first) has also been added to the package. 
To battle the Experts and Wizards of Excel and QP, Lotus 
has brought in smart assistants. 
Range blocking and drag-and-drop across spreadsheets 
or files is another innovative feature which has been added 
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to this version. The Data Query Assistent helps us to 
create database queries graphically, and can read & write 
both dBASE and Paradox data files directly - like QP. 
Lotus has also added maps to the spreadsheet. While 
a few maps have been bundled with the package, others can 
be had from Lotus. However, its utility is limited since 
we can have only six categories per map - and there's no way 
to create our own maps. The map itself can be touched up 
through other drawing tools. 
The Version Manager deserves kudos since its lets 
us perform scenario management with great ease. Online help 
is fairly good, as are the tutorial lessons accessible from 
the help menu. 
The revamped print preview lets us view upto nine 
pages, and the classical menus can still be accessed by 
pressing the "/" key. Business graphics are more or less 
similar to those in Excel and QP 5. However, support for 
advanced statistical functions like those in QP5 and Excel 5 
are absent. 
LOTUS 1-2-3 4.0 FOR DOS : 
It was a pleasant surprise to find the age-old 
DOS-based pioneer with a totally revamped and attractive 
WYSH^JYG interface. Not only is it well integrated, but also 
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well implemented - the difference between the text and 
graphics modes was hardly detectable. 
To run this upgrade we will now need an AT-286-XT 
users are out of luck here Memory management has been 
improved in this version, with Lotus claiming that the 
product can access up to 64 MB of memory. 
Apart from the Windows desktop look and feel, this 
version has almost all the features of the windows version. 
Now we can use spreadsheet tabs to navigate between multiple 
3D - sheets - like QP. The cell width automatically adjusts 
to the maximum entry width - making it much easier to uses. 
We can attach notes or annotations to any specific cell. 
The live status bar is another neat feature - we 
click on an item like font name, style or format and a menu 
of available choices pops up. The Smart Icons on the right 
side can also be customized to our needs. This version has 
also been equipped with powerful tools like solver back 
solver, and a Version Manager. And to top it all, if we 
have cc:Mail running on our system, we can even e-mail 
worksheets- another first for a DOS spreadsheet. Version 
4 of 1-2-3 for DOS sports a totally revamped user inter face 
giving the look and feel of windows. 
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QUATTRO PRO 5.0 FOR DOS : 
QP 5 was the first DOS-based spreadsheet to have a 
well integrated WYSIWYG graphics. And this product can 
still run on an XT - though we need a 286 to achieve decent 
performance. The DOS version however does not have all the 
power of its Windows counterpart - including advanced 
statistics 5 experts and others. 
However, the product has good flexibility and 
delivers an attractive Windows - like look and feel -
infact, the sculpted boxes are a Borland innovation. The 
tabbed notebook concept pioneered by Borland in QP for 
Windows, is now available in this DOS version as well. Each 
notebook can have up to 255 pages, and each page can be an 
independent spreadsheet. An entire notebook can be 
uniformally formatted - making the task of consolidation 
easier. 
Distancing itself from Lotus 1-2-3, QP implements 
the standard CUA (Common User Access) compliant Windows -
style File, Edit,... menus. The menus are totally 
customizable and reconfigurable. We can also write our own 
macros and attach them to menu items. This facility lets 
us customize QP - and even emulate Lotus 1-2-3. 
The graphics handling and support in QP continue to be 
extremely good-not only in terms of the on screen display 
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but also printing. Bit Stream fonts are available from with 
in the program, and all graphs can be easily arranged in a 
slide show-complete with effects like dissolve, move up, and 
move down. 
File handling capabilities of QP is good. It can 
read and write many file formats including dBASE and Paradox 
in their native states. The application can even share 
files with Paradox, and export graphics to PCX and Lotus 
PIC formats. Graphs can be embedded with in a spread sheet, 
and the cells shaded or outlined. The solver and 
optimization tools have undergone considerable change and 
are now much better. 
SUFERCALC 5.5 FOR DOS : 
SuperCalc is one of the oldest spreadsheet programs 
arround. This version adds features like 3D spreadsheets 
with perspective view, and each multipage spreadsheet can 
have up to 255 pages. The product lets us link a range in a 
specific spreadsheet with other pages in a 3D spreadsheet or 
files on the disk. The program support a mouse and we can 
use the good old "/" key to activate the menus. 
The program is fast and powerful. Graphics have 
been improved, and Bit Stream font support is available. 
The add on Silverado Database (distributed with SuperCalc) 
provides a gateway to databases. 
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However, when compared to other spreadsheets, the 
menu layouts and operation are cumbersome. The program 
usually runs in the text mode except for the display of 
graphics and print preview. Reports can be viewed only in 
page preview mode. While loyal SuperCalc users will find 
lots of impTovemervts in this version, users of other 
spreadsheets may not find this product very interesting. 
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Person 
3.3 Bidding Worksheet 
3.4 Electronic Billing Worksheet 
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SPREADSHEET TEMPLATES-. 
3.1 Name - Sales Forcast Worksheet 
Use : Manufacturing planning and control are 
concerned basically with the future. The past is beyond 
control - it is neccessary to start from the present 
situation and prepare for the future. To do this, it is 
neccessary to guess, assume or otherwise estimate what is 
going to happen from now on. All other things being equal, 
a company can survive only be preparing it self to meet its 
customers' need at least as quickly as its competitors. The 
word forecast covers estimates of such future customer 
needs. Plans and budgets are the names given to projections 
of data related to plant operations. Since all planning 
activity in a company deals with meeting future needs of 
customers, much of the organization must work with sales 
forecasts. Most forecasts are directed at estimating future 
demands or sales. Accuracy is the measure of merit in 
forecasting. 
Forecasting approach is an internal or contracted 
market research program. It can be used for new products or 
existing products for which more extensive marketing data 
are needed. The purpose of the research is to identify the 
nature of consumer consumption. After determining how 
general sales vary with differences in location, buyer 
40 
occupation, prices, quantity, quality, consumer income, and 
other factors, this information is related to a specific 
product and forecast is developed. 
Forecasts can be classified in many ways, one being 
the time period involved (1) Long range (2) Intermediate 
range (3) Short range forecasts (4) Immediate - future 
demands. 
The general characteristics of forecasting can be 
stated briefly : (1) Forecasts will be wrong (2) Forecasts 
are most useful with an estimate of error (3) Forecasts 
are more accurate for larger groups of items (4) Forecasts 
are more accurate for shorter periods of time. 
Every function in a company has a need for 
information on its sales forecasts. No function can operate 
effectively without knowledge of future demands for its 
products, and no single forecast can serve all these needs. 
For best result every company should produce a set of 
related forecasts designed to meet the users' need. 
Discription : Table 3.1/a; deals with sales forecast. This 
spreadsheet has been developed on Excel Version 4. As one 
enters the actual sales figures in the upper half of the 
table the forecasted figures are automatically calculated 
in the lower half. Regression method has been used for 
forecasting the sales figure. The formula used, can be seen 
41 
in Table 3.nb) . Each year montly sales figure has to be 
entered to get the montly forecast of subsequent years. The 
total sales for each year is obtained automatically in the 
last column '0'. 
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3.2 Name : Worksheet to calculate incentive for sales 
person. 
Use : It is important worksheet to calculate the incentives 
for sales persons. By using this worksheet the managers 
will be able to calculate incentive to be given to different 
sales persons as well as he or she can have a quick view of 
performance 
overall performance of sales persons./based reward system is 
becoming an integral part of organisation. The sales persons 
have CO be motivated to enhance their performance. 
Incentives are given to employees so that they are 
encouraged to perform their best. 
There is distinct and clear atempt in the 
renumeration system which seeks to compensate different type 
of contribution. For different kinds of contribution there 
are different methods. For example : Normal method of 
renumeration for contribution can be measured in terms of 
time, such as htjui'lyj daily, monthly and weekly. 
Similarly the incentive paid for extra contribution 
and can be calculated in several ways. One of the method is 
payment by result. Payment by result scheme can be of two 
types individual payment by result scheme, or group payment 
by result scheme. 
WIlV^i''^^ 
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Discription : The Table3.2^) shows the worksheet prepared 
for calculating incentive based on individual payment by 
result scheme. 
In Table3.2bi column A contains the name of the sales 
person, column B keeps a record of total sales (in rupees) 
by sales person. Column C records the number of calls made 
by the sales person. While column D keeps the track of T/D 
expenses. Column E is associated with the calculation of 
incentive. Different formulas can be incorporated in this 
column. For example, the incentive has been calculated as 
follows : We have taken TL of the total sales and 
subtracted it by 1% of average cost per call made by sales 
persons. This incentive scheme may help the sales person to 
keep a check on their number of calls and T/D expenses. 
In Table3-2-(ya working example has been illustrated. At the 
end of the table sales (in Rs.), total calls made, total 
T/D expenses and total incentive will be automatically 
calculated. 
The graph can also be obtained as shown in Table o.l(a,, 
to give an overview of the sales persons' performance. 
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Worksheet to Calculate Incentive for Sales Person 
Name of Sales Persons 
Mr. s 
Mr. r 
Mr. t 
Mr. J 
Mr. h 
etc. 
Total Sales 
(In Rs) 
100 
3 0 0 
4 5 0 
3 4 6 
125 
No of Calls 
Made 
3 
4 
5 
3 
2 
T / D 
Expenses 
45 
6 0 
7 5 
45 
3 0 
Incentive 
18.5 
68.5 
88.5 
67.7 
23.5 
Total Sales (in Rs) 
Total Calls Made 
Total T /D Expenses 
Total Incentive 
1321 
17 
255 
256.7 
Total Incentive 
Total T/D 
Expenses 
Total Calls 
Made 
Total Sales (in 
Rs) 
O 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 
Table 3.2(a) 
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3.3 Name : Bidding Worksheet. 
Use : Number of companies go in for subcontracting to carry 
out different activities, for this, bid is invited from 
different companies. These bid have to be compared and 
evaluated to take a correct decision. For this purpose bid 
worksheet is prepared. 
« 
Description : Bid worksheet contains information about 
customer, particular about the project and information about 
the bidding firm. This worksheet calculate the labor, 
material and other cost required to carry out the project. 
Row 21 to 46 deals with the total cost required to carry out 
the project. The user has to enter the particular about the 
labor, material and other cost required to carry out the 
project. In the end the total cost is automatically 
calculated for cost evaluation. 
Example to this effect can be seen in table 3.3(CL). 
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Date of Bid 
C u s t o m e r Informat ion 
N a m « 
Address 
City, Stat«. Pin Code 
Attention 
Project Part iculars 
Project Description 
Bidding F i rm Informat ion 
N a m e 
Address 
City, State, Pin C o d e 
Contact 
Ptione 
Bid Part iculars 
LabojiHoun Nftadad, 
h 
i 
) 
k 
etc. 
T o t a l L a b o r Cos t 
Materials N e e d e d fo r P ro jec t 
n 
m 
o 
P 
q 
etc. 
3/5/95 
xyz 
Bid W o r k s h e e t 
Marketing Research 
a be 
U o u r s 
4.00 
4.00 
3.00 
2.00 
13.00 
Units 
3 
2 
6 
8 
7 
BatA 
Rs.65.00 
Rs.76.00 
Rs.78.00 
Rs.34.00 
Unit Rate 
Rs.34.00 
Rs.56.00 
Rs.87.00 
Rs.56.00 
Rs.45.00 
Labor Cost 
Rs.260.00 
R3.304.00 
Rs.234.00 
Rs.68.00 
Rs.0.00 
Materials 
Qost 
Rs. 102.00 
Rs.112.00 
Rs.522.00 
Rs.448.00 
Rs.315.00 
Rs.0.00 
Rs.56.00 
Rs.45.00 
Rs.45.00 
Rs.866.00 
Rs. 1,499.00 Tota l Materials 
Other Costs 
.f 
t 
u 
etc. 
Total Ottier Costs 
Grand Tota l 
Rs. 146.00 
Rs.2.511.00 
Tab le 3 . 3 ( a 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
d 
9 
1 0 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2 0 
?1 
2 2 
2 3 
2 4 
2 5 
2 6 
2 7 
2 8 
2 9 
3 0 
3 1 
3 2 
3 3 
3 4 
3 5 
3 6 
3 7 
3 8 
3 9 
4 0 
4 1 
4 2 
4 3 
4 4 
4 6 
4 6 
A B 
Data of Bid 
Customer Information 
N a m a 
Address 
City. State, Pin Code 
Attention 
Proleci Particulars 
Project Description 
Bidding Firm Information 
N a m e 
Address 
City. State. Pin C o d e 
Contact 
Ptione 
Bid Particulars 
Labor Hours Needed Hours 
Tota l l_abor Cost =SUM(B22:B21 
Materials N e e d e d tor Project Units 
Tota l Materia Is 
Other Costs 
C D 
Rid Worksheet 
=B22*C22 
=B23*C23 
=B24*C24 
=B25-C25 
=B26*C26 
0 =SUM(D22:D26) 
Materials 
Jnit Rate Cost 
=B31*C31 
=B32"C32 
=B33*C33 
=B34*C34 
=B35*C35 
=B36*C36 
=SUM(D31;D36) 
Tota l Other Costs =.SUM(D40:D43) 
Grand Tota l =D44+D37+D27 
• 
• 
i 
1 
i 
! 
1 1 
1 
1 
i 
1 
1 
T a b l e 3 . 3 ( b ) 
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3.4 Name : Electronic Billing Worksheet 
Use : Billing is one of the most important and tedious work 
in the organisation. It is a part and parcel of any selling 
activity. 
Description : Table 3.4(a) gives a sample of electronic 
billing. In front of Invoice date the formula " = NOW ( )" 
has been entered. This indicates that whenever we switch on 
the computer the current date will appear infront of invoice 
date. 
Invoice number will have to be manually entered 
alongwith the date, code, size and description of different 
items. In the amount column the price per unit of the item 
will automatically appear. Which will have to be multiplied 
by the number units of the item sold. The tax (which is 
assumed to be 6%) will be automatically calculated. This 
makes billing process easy and cost effective. 
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Electronic Billing Worksheet 
please make checks payable to: 
Name and Address of the Company 
raising the bill 
biUlo: 
Name and Address of the Company 
on which the bill has been raised Invoice Date: 
Invoice Number: 
Amount Due: 
15 Mar 1995 
123 45 678 
Rs.623.28 
Date 
03 Feb 1992 
05 Feb 1992 
10 Feb 1992 
Code 
DE 
DO 
DO 
R 
Size 
13x3 
13x3 
13x3 
Description 
Subtotal 
Tax (6%) 
Total 
Amount 
Rs.195.50 
Rs.221.25 
Rs.221.25 
(Rs.50.00) 
Rs.588.00 
Rs.3528 
Rs.623.28 
Payment due within 30 days of invoice date. 
T a b l e 3 . 4 ( a ) 
bill to: 
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please make checks payable to: 
Invoice Date: 
Invoice Number: 
Amount Due: 
=NOW0 
123 45 678 
=TotaI 
Date Code Size Description 
Subtotal 
Tax (6%) 
Total 
Amount 
195.5 
221.25 
221.25 
-50 
=SUM(Amount) 
=Subtotal*6% 
=Tax+Subtotai 
Payment due within 30 days of invoice date. 
T a b l e 3 . 4 ( b ) 
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